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ABSTRACT
Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells produce power
with water and heat as inevitable byproducts. Accumulated liquid water within gas channel blocks the reactant flow and cause
pressure drop along the gas channel. It is of extreme importance
to accurately predict the liquid and gas two-phase flow pressure drop in PEM fuel cell flow channels. This pressure drop
can be considered as an in-situ diagnostic tool that reveals information about the amount of liquid water accumulated within
the flow channels. In this paper, the two-phase flow pressure
drops are measured in ex-situ PEM fuel cell parallel flow channels. The pressure drops were measured for air mass fluxes of
2.4 − 6.3kg/m2 s and water mass fluxes of 0.0071 − 1.28kg/m2 s.
These mass fluxes correspond to 2 − 5.33m/s and 7.14 × 10−6 −
0.0012m/s air and water superficial velocities, respectively. The
measured two-phase flow pressure drops are then compared with
different two-phase flow pressure drop models. Qualitative and
quantitative comparison between the experimental results and
existing models is provided in this work.

that should be addressed before this type of energy system can
be widely commercialized. One such issue is the water management during the operation of PEM fuel cells. As a PEM fuel cell
operates, hydrogen fuel is converted into useful power with water
and heat as byproducts. This produced water fills the open pores
of the diffusion media and blocks the transport of the reactants
to the catalyst layer. Liquid water may also enter the gas channel
and obstruct the flow of reactants along the channel. This causes
the formation of liquid and gas two-phase flow in PEM fuel cell
flow channels.
Two-phase flow in PEM fuel cell flow channels can be studied by direct and/or indirect techniques. Direct techniques include different methods of visualizing liquid water within the
fuel cell. This may be accomplished either by visualizing
through transparent PEM fuel cell, neutron imaging, or X-ray
microtomography. Bazylak made a comprehensive review about
different methods of liquid water visualization in PEM fuel cell
flow channels [1]. In indirect techniques, the liquid-gas twophase flow behavior is characterized based on an immediate consequence of liquid water accumulation. One such consequence
of liquid water accumulation can be the two-phase flow pressure
drop along the PEM fuel cell flow channels. Therefore the twophase flow pressure drop can be considered as an in-situ diagnostic tool that quantifies the amount of accumulated liquid water in
PEM fuel cell flow channels.
The two-phase flow in PEM fuel cell flow channel has some
unique characteristics that make it distinct from the two-phase
flow in other applications. First, the liquid introduction in PEM

INTRODUCTION
Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells are considered as a promising energy conversion system for transportation,
portable, and stationary applications. They benefit from high
power density, clean and environment-friendly operation, and no
moving parts. However, there are still some technical challenges
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fuel cell flow channels occurs through the gas diffusion layer
individual waves that cannot block the channel. A dramatic in(GDL) which has a porous structure. Moreover, the liquid water
crease in the superficial gas velocity eliminates the wavy form of
introduction is distributed along the gas channel. This is differthe slug-annular flow and results in annular flow within the gas
ent from other applications of the two-phase flow in which gas
channel. Figure 1 shows these five flow patterns that have been
and liquid mix at the inlet of the flow channel. Furthermore, the
categorized by Triplett et al. [3]
two-phase flow in PEM fuel cell flow channels is bounded with
GDL and bipolar plate that have different surface energies and384
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The two-phase flow occurs in a wide range of industrial applications such as heat exchangers, condensers, chemical processing plants, air conditioners, and fuel cells. Each of these
applications have their own channel length scale. For instance,
the hydraulic diameter of a PEM fuel cell flow channel is in the
range of 1mm while the two-phase flow in a process plant can
be transported in a large pipe with the diameter within the range
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may not occur in PEM fuel cell flow channels. For example, because of the low superficial liquid velocity in PEM fuel cell flow
channels, the formation of bubbly flow is not probable. Churn
flow also does not form in PEM fuel cell flow channels because
this type of flow requires a high liquid to gas ratio. Zhang et
al. [11] classified different patterns of water transport in PEM
fuel cell flow channels. According to their classification, when
water production rate is low and gas flows at a low rate, liquid
water can be transported along the channel corners and forms
corner flow. For moderate water production rate that the corner
flow cannot transport liquid water at a comparable rate, corner
flow may change into the annular film flow. Finally the annular
film flow may change into the slug flow for high water production rate. Other than corner flow, annular film flow, and slug flow,
there is another pattern of liquid water transport in PEM fuel cell
flow channels that is the characteristic of higher superficial gas
velocities. In this pattern, liquid water droplets detach from the
surface of the GDL and are transported via the gas stream. This
forms mist flow in the gas channels. Liquid water droplet detachment from the surface of the GDL has been extensively studied
for different working conditions of a PEM fuel cell by many researchers, including Mortazavi and Tajiri [12].
The single-phase pressure drop is well identified and can be
predicted based on simplified mathematical expressions. However, the liquid-gas two-phase flow pressure drop is not well understood. Because the physics behind the two-phase flow is complicated to be modeled based on simplified mathematical correlations, many experimental studies have been done to improve
the two-phase flow pressure drop models for different applications. However, because the working condition of each application is unique, the results obtained for each application may not
be easily generalized for other applications. Therefore, the topic
of the two-phase flow pressure drop should be carefully studied
for each application separately. In this study, the two-phase flow
pressure drop in PEM fuel cell parallel gas channels is investigated. A comprehensive literature review about the two-phase
flow pressure drop revealed that there are few studies done on
the two-phase flow pressure drop for the application of PEM fuel
cell. In an early study, English and Kandlikar [13] measured the
two-phase flow pressure drop in a single gas channel that had
been machined on lexan. They proposed a modified correlation
to predict the pressure drop as will be discussed in this paper.
The two-phase flow pressure drop for the application of PEM
fuel cell has also been studied by Zhang et al. [14] with an exsitu approach. They measured the pressure drop in parallel channels and proposed a new approach to predict the two-phase flow
pressure drop. However, in both of these studies, the liquid water
was directly injected into the gas channel with all walls from the
same material. In another study, Zhang et al. [15] measured the
two-phase flow in a single gas channel with GDL as one of the
walls. They developed a new approach that improves the twophase flow pressure drop prediction for the application of PEM

fuel cell. The new approach that had been proposed incorporates
the variation of the liquid water velocity along the gas channel.
While they employed a GDL in their test section, the two-phase
flow pressure drop was still measured in a single gas channel.
In this study, efforts have been made to improve the test section by making it more similar to an actual PEM fuel cell flow
channel. The test section improvement that has been considered
in this work includes two parallel gas channels with water being
injected into the surface of the GDL as one of the walls.

OVERVIEW OF TWO-PHASE FLOW PRESSURE DROP
The two-phase flow pressure drop is the sum of frictional
(∆PTP,F ), gravitational (∆PTP,G ), and acceleration (∆PTP,A ) pressure drop:

∆PTP = ∆PTP,F + ∆PTP,G + ∆PTP,A

(1)

While the acceleration pressure drop has an important impact on the overall two-phase flow pressure drop at high liquid
and gas superficial velocities [16,17], it makes a small fraction of
the overall pressure drop at low superficial velocities [16]. Similarly, the gravitational pressure drop has a significant contribution to the overall pressure drop in macro-channels and becomes
negligible in minichannels. This is because the surface tension
effect is more dominant in minichannels and diminishes the gravitational effect. By neglecting the acceleration and gravitational
pressure drop in PEM fuel cell flow channels, the frictional pressure drop becomes the only term that should be considered when
predicting the two-phase flow pressure drop in PEM fuel cell
flow channels.
The two-phase flow frictional pressure drop, ∆PTP,F , can be
predicted based on two major approaches. One approach considers the two-phase mixture as a pseudo single phase fluid. The
properties of the pseudo single phase fluid such as viscosity and
density are obtained by weighting to the quality. This model
is known as the homogeneous equilibrium model and has been
proven to give a more accurate prediction at higher mass qualities [13, 18, 19]. The other method correlates the two-phase flow
pressure drop to the single phase pressure drop by multiplying
it into a two-phase flow frictional multiplier, φ . This method
has been originally introduced by Lockhart and Martinelli [20]
in 1949 and is known as the separated flow model.
Homogeneous Equilibrium Model
In this method, the two-phase mixture is treated as a pseudo
single phase fluid. It is also assumed that liquid and gas phase are
moving at the same speed in the channel. Therefore, this method
is also referred to as zero slip model. According to the homo3
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TABLE 1: Two-phase viscosity model

geneous method, the two-phase pressure drop can be calculated
by:



dP
dz


=
TP

2 fTP G2
Dh ρTP

fTP =

for ReTP < 2000

0.079Re−0.25

TP







0.046Re−0.2
TP

for 2000 6 ReTP < 20, 000

Equation

McAdams et al. [21]

1
x
1−x
=
+
µTP
µg
µf

Akers et al. [22]

µTP =

(2)

The friction factor, fTP , is a function of the two-phase flow
Reynolds number, ReTP :


16




Re

TP




Author

µf
[(1 − x) + x(

Cicchitti et al. [23]

µTP = xµg + (1 − x)µf

Owens [24]

µTP = µf

Dukler et al. [25]

µTP =

Beattie and Walley [26]

µTP = β µg + (1 − β )(1 + 2.5β )µf

(3)

for ReTP > 20, 000
xvg µg + (1 − x)vf µf
xvg + (1 − x)vf

The two-phase Reynolds number is calculated based on the
two-phase mixture viscosity, µTP :

ReTP =

Gdh
µTP

(4)

β=

ρTP =

x
1−x
+
ρg
ρf

µf µg
µg + x1.4 (µf − µg )

µTP =

Lin et al. [27]

−1
(5)
where β is the aspect ratio of the channel and is defined as the
ratio of the width to the height of the channel (β < 1).
It has been reported that although the homogeneous flow
model can appropriately predict the pressure drop for bubbly and
slug flows, it results in significant deviations from actual pressure
drops for slug-annular and annular flow patterns [16].

where x is mass flow quality and is defined as:

x=

ρf x
ρf x + ρg (1 − x)

(β is not aspect ratio)

Table 1 lists various two-phase viscosity models.
The two-phase density, ρTP , used in Equation 2 is defined
as:



vg 0.5
) ]
vf

Gg
Gf + Gg

(6)

where G is the mass flux in kg/m2 s.
For laminar flow in rectangular channels, the two-phase friction factor, fTP , can be obtained by [28]:

fTP ReTP = 24[1 − 1.3553β + 1.9467β 2 − 1.7012β 3
+0.9564β 4 − 0.2537β 5 ]

Separated Flow Model
The separated flow model predicts the two-phase pressure
drop based on the single phase flow pressure drop:


(7)
4

dP
dz


TP

= φf2



dP
dz


(8)
f
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where φf2 is the two-phase frictional multiplier based on liquid
and has been reported to depend on the flow pattern [29]. The
square root of liquid to gas pressure drop ratio defines the Martinelli parameter, X:

"
X=

dP
dz





dP
/
dz
f

1
 #
2

biki [31] studied two-phase flow of air and water in round capillary tubes with diameters ranging from 1mm to 4mm and noticed
the Chisholm parameter also depends on the channel diameter.
By studying the variation of the two-phase flow multiplier for
different diameters, it was observed that the Chisholm parameter decreases with the tube diameter. This led them to propose a
modified Chisholm parameter that takes into account the diameter of the channel. For circular channels they propose Chisholm
parameter as:

(9)

g

The Chisholm parameter, C, was proposed in 1967 and correlated
the two-phase frictional multiplier to the Martinelli parameter:

C = 21(1 − e−0.333D )


dP
dz
C
1
φf2 =  TP = 1 + + 2
dP
X X
dz f

where D is the channel diameter in meters. For rectangular channels, the Chisholm parameter was proposed as:



(10)
C = 21(1 − e−0.319Dh )




 

dp
dp
dp
−
= −
+ −
dz TP
dz f
dz g
1
"
 
 #
2
dp
dp
+C −
−
dz f
dz g

(11)

C = 5(1 − e−0.333D )

C = 5(1 − e−0.319Dh )

Chisholm’s parameter C

Turbulent liquid-laminar gas

10

Laminar liquid-turbulent gas

12

Turbulent liquid-turbulent gas

21

(15)

Sun and Mishima [32] collected 2092 two-phase flow pressure drop data points from published papers and analyzed data.
The data points corresponded to different working fluids such as
different refrigerants, air, water, and CO2 . They proposed two
series of Chisholm correlations, depending on the liquid and gas
flow Reynolds number. For Ref < 2000 and Reg < 2000 they
proposed:

TABLE 2: Values of Chisholm parameter [30]

5

(14)

Similarly, for rectangular channels of PEM fuel cells, they
proposed the Chisholm correlation as:

Therefore, the Chisholm parameter, C, can be considered as
a measure of the interaction between the two phases. The
Chisholm parameter has been reported to depend on the flow
regime [29]. Table 2 lists the values of the Chisholm parameter for different liquid and gas flow regimes [30].

Laminar liquid-laminar gas

(13)

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter.
English and Kandlikar [13] extended the C correlation given
by Mishima and Hibiki [31] by replacing the coefficient for turbulent liquid-turbulent gas Chisholm parameter, 21, with that for
laminar liquid-laminar gas Chisholm parameter, 5. Their modified Chisholm correlation for circular channels then became:

In the Chisholm correlation (Eq. 10), the two-phase flow pressure drop is equal to the sum of the liquid and gas single phase
pressure drop and the interaction between them:

Two-phase flow characteristics

(12)





−0.153
Ref
1 − exp
C = 26 1 +
1000
0.27Nconf + 0.8

(16)

where Nconf is defined as:
s
Nconf =

Many efforts have been made to modify the Chisholm parameter for better pressure drop predictions. Mishima and Hi5

σ
g(ρf − ρg )D2h

(17)
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
An ex-situ experimental setup was designed and fabricated
to measure the liquid and gas two-phase flow pressure drop in
two parallel gas channels. Figure 2 shows the photograph and
the schematic of the experimental setup used in this study. The
experimental setup includes a test section that holds two rectangular parallel flow channels, two rotameters to adjust the required
air flow rate, two separate syringe pumps to inject liquid water into the GDL, a differential pressure transducer, and a digital
data acquisition system. The test section includes two polycarbonate plates, each with 1/2 inch thickness, an aluminum plate
with header and parallel gas channels machined on, and a GDL
to simulate similar surface condition of the gas channel in PEM
fuel cell. Air was supplied to the header of the test section with
1mm and 2.5mm cross-sectional area. The header branches into
two parallel gas channels, each with similar dimensions as the
header. Liquid water was injected to the surface of the GDL in
both channels through two capillary tubes with 250µm diameters (U-111, Upchurch). The capillary tubes were inserted into
the polycarbonate plate with their water injection side aligned
with the surface of the GDL. The capillary tubes were positioned
10mm downstream from the beginning of the gas channel. The
two-phase flow pressure drops were measured through two pressure taps that had been fabricated 200mm apart from each other.
The first pressure tap (high pressure) was machined 40mm after the liquid injection port to satisfy a uniform two-phase flow
in the pressure measurement length. Air was supplied into the
test section through two different rotameters (Omega, FL 3802C
and FL 3804ST) depending on the required air flow rate. A differential pressure transducer (Omega, PX653 02D5V) was employed to measure the two-phase flow pressure drop at a 50Hz
sampling frequency. The pressure range that can be measured
via this pressure transducer is from zero to 500Pa. This high accuracy of pressure measurement is required for the purpose of
this study. Toray carbon paper TGP-060 was used as the GDL
sample between the aluminum plate and the polycarbonate plate.
The GDL had not been treated with PTFE.
Table 3 lists the test conditions used in this study.

(a)

Rotameter
Syringe Pump #2

Test Section
Syringe Pump #1
ΔP

Differential
Pressure
Transducer

DAQ
(b)

FIGURE 2: Photograph and the schematic of the experimental

setup

Models such as Mishima and Hibiki (Eqn. 13), English and Kandlikar (Eqn. 15), Sun and Mishima (Eqn. 16), and homogeneous
flow model of Beattie and Walley [26] are compared in this figure. The pressure drop prediction has been done for 1600m`/min
air flow rate. In general, it can be observed from the figure that
the Sun and Mishima’s model gives the maximum pressure drop
prediction while the homogeneous flow model of the Beattie and
Walley results in minimum pressure drop predictions. In all of
these pressure drop predictions, the Fanning friction factor given
in Equation 7 has been utilized.
In PEM fuel cell application, the range of mass flow quality,
x, is between 0.78 to 0.94. This corresponds to cathode stoi-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To validate the functionality of the experimental setup, the
single phase air flow pressure drop was measured at different
flow rates. Figure 3 compares the experimentally obtained friction factor with Darcy friction factor for laminar flow, f=64/Re.
The compatibility between the experimental friction factor of
both channels and the theoretical friction factor confirms that the
setup can be properly used for this study.
Figure 4 compares different models of two-phase flow pressure drop predictions for the whole range of mass flow quality.
6
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TABLE 3: Test conditions used in this study
Air flow rate

Superficial air velocity

Superficial air

Water flow rate

Superficial water

Superficial water

Mass flow

(each channel) m/s

Reynolds number

(each channel) µ`/h

velocity m/s

Reynolds number

quality (x)

600

2

182

4072

0.000452

0.71

0.84

600

2

182

3480

0.000386

0.61

0.86

600

2

182

2915

0.000323

0.51

0.88

600

2

182

2375

0.000263

0.41

0.90

600

2

182

1859

0.000206

0.32

0.92

600

2

182

1364

0.000151

0.24

0.94

0.15

0.96

(header) m`/min

600

2

182

891

9.89 × 10−5

1000

3.33

303

4858

0.000539

0.85

0.88

1000

3.33

303

3959

0.000439

0.69

0.90

1000

3.33

303

3098

0.000344

0.54

0.92

1000

3.33

303

2274

0.000252

0.40

0.94

1000

3.33

303

1484

0.000164

0.26

0.96

1600

5.33

485

11000

0.001222

1.94

0.838

1600

5.33

485

9500

0.001055

1.67

0.857

1600

5.33

485

8500

0.000944

1.50

0.87

1600

5.33

485

7327

0.000814

1.29

0.885

1600

5.33

485

6297

0.000699

1.11

0.90

1600

5.33

485

4928

0.000547

0.87

0.92

1600

5.33

485

3618

0.000402

0.64

0.94

1600

5.33

485

2380

0.000264

0.42

0.959

chiometry ratios of 1 to 5. It is also assumed that all of the produced water is in liquid phase. The predicted pressure drop for
mass flow quality between 0.8 and 1 is zoomed in within the inset
of this Figure 4. It can be observed that the predicted two-phase
flow pressure drop for mass flow quality of 0.9 ranges between
319Pa and 515Pa for Beattie-Walley and Mishima-Hibiki correlations, respectively.

margin of this model. It can be observed that for 1600m`/min
air flow rate, the pressure drop measured for most of the mass
flow qualities fall within 10% of English and Kandlikar’s model.
The two-phase flow pressure drop for different air flow rates
have also been measured in this study. Figure 6 shows the twophase flow pressure drops for 600m`/min, 1000m`/min and
1600m`/min air flow rates. Each data point is the time average of the pressure drop over 60s. The error bars show the
standard deviation of the pressure drop profile. The solid line
in this figure shows the pressure drop prediction based on English and Kandlikar’s model. The dashed lines in the figure
show the lower and upper 10% margin of this model. The pressure drop results of 1600m`/min air flow rate have been discussed in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows that while the English model
can properly predict the two-phase flow pressure drop for high
air flow rate (1600ml/min), its accuracy deteriorates as the air
flow rate decreases. While the majority of pressure drop data
points for 1600m`/min air flow rate fall within 10% of the English model, no data point for 1000m`/min air flow rate falls
within this range. However, the pressure drop for this air flow

The two-phase flow pressure drops were measured for different air flow rates and different mass qualities, x, according to
the experimental conditions listed in Table 3. Figure 5 compares
the experimentally measured two-phase flow pressure drops at
1600m`/min air flow rate with pressure drop calculated based on
different models. Each data point is the time averaged over 60s.
The error bars also represent the standard deviation of each pressure profile. The range of the mass flow quality, x, is chosen to be
in the range of PEM fuel cell operation condition. It can be concluded that while the English and Kandlikar’s model (Eqn. 15)
underestimates the two-phase flow pressure drop, it still gives the
most accurate pressure drop prediction compared to other models. The green dashed line on this figure shows the upper 10%
7
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1

Experimental data
Mishima_Hibiki
Sun_Mishima
C=5
English+10%
English_Kandlikar
Lee and Lee

600
Friction factor for channel 1 (top)
Friction factor for channel 2 (bottom)
64/Re

550

Pressure Drop (Pa)

0.8

f

0.6
0.4
0.2

500
450
400
350
300

0

0

250
0.82

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

Reynolds Number

0.84

0.86

0.88

0.9

0.92

0.94

0.96

0.98

x

FIGURE 3: Comparing the experimental and theoretical friction
factor for single phase air flow.

FIGURE 5: Comparison of experimental two-phase flow pressure

drop with models for different mass fluxes at 1600ml/min air
flow rate.

18,000

12,000
10,000

Pressure Drop (Pa)

Pressure Drop (Pa)

14,000

8,000
6,000
4,000

700
600
500
400
300
0.8

0.85

0.9
x

2,000
0

pressure drop measured for mass flow quality of 0.84 was 256Pa
while the English model predicts 141Pa for this mass flow quality. This is equivalent to 84% difference between the experiment
and the model.
In general, such discrepancies may be due to the lower air
and water flow rates of this study compared to English and Kandlikar’s work. Table 4 compares the range of the air and water
flow rate for Ref. [13] and the current study for the lowest air
flow rate, 600m`/min. It can be noticed from the table that the
air and water flow rates corresponding to 600m`/min air flow
are not within the experimental range of English and Kandlikar’s
work. Therefore it may be concluded that the C equation proposed by English and Kandlikar can only be valid over a limited
range of air and water flow rates, as considered in Ref. [13]. For
flow rates lower than Ref. [13] another correlation might be used.
The two-phase flow pressure drop for 600m`/min has been
further investigated. Figure 7 compares the experimental data
with two different models of English and Kandlikar (Eqn. 15)
and Mishima and Hibiki (Eqn. 13). Mishima and Hibiki’s model
has been chosen for the sake of comparison because it is the original source of the English and Kanlikar’s model. This model
was also observed to give the maximum pressure drop prediction compared to other models shown in Figure 4. The dashed
lines on Figure 7 show the 10% margin of each model. Figure
7 shows that while the Mishima and Hibiki model does a better
prediction of the two-phase flow pressure drop compared to the
English and Kandlikar model, it still underestimates the pressure
drop for 600m`/min air flow rate.
The two-phase flow pressure drops discussed in this study

Mishima_Hibiki
Sun_Mishima
C=5
English_Kandlikar
Beattie_Walley

16,000

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.95

1

0.8

1

x
FIGURE 4: Two-phase flow pressure drop predictions based

on different models. Air flow rate was considered to be at
1600m`/min.
rate is still close to the pressure drop predicted by English and
Kandlikar’s model. For the lowest air flow rate considered in
this study (600m`/min) the difference between the experimentally measured pressure drop and the predicted pressure drop by
English and Kandlikar’s model becomes significant. Figure 6
shows that for this air flow rate, the pressure drop data points are
not even close to the 10% range of the English and Kandlikar’s
model. The difference between experimental and predicted pressure drop becomes significant for lower mass flow qualities. The
8
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TABLE 4: Test conditions used in Ref. [13] and the lowest air
flow rate in the current study
Current

Kandlikar [13]

study (600m`/min)

4.03-12

2.368

Water mass flux (kg/m2 s)

0.49-21.6

0.0071-0.48

Superficial air velocity (m/s)

3.19-10.06

2

Superficial water velocity (m/s)

0.0005-0.0217

7.14 × 10−6 -0.0004

Superficial air Reynolds number

211-654

182

Superficial water Reynolds number

0.56-24.6

0.011-0.76

600 ml/min (experiment)
ΔP_600 ml/min (English_Kandlikar)
ΔP_600 ml/min (Mishima_Hibiki)

300

200

100
0.85

0.9

0.95

1

FIGURE 7: Comparing the English and Kanlikar’s model with

600

1600 ml/min (experiment)
1000 ml/min (experiment)
600 ml/min (experiment)
ΔP_1600 ml/min (English)
ΔP_1000 ml/min (English)
ΔP_600 ml/min (English)

500

Mishima and Hibiki’s model for 600m`/min air flow rate

400

550

300

x=0.857
x=0.9
x=0.959

500

Pressure Drop (Pa)

Pressure Drop (Pa)

Pressure Drop (Pa)

Air mass flux

(kg/m2 s)

English and

400

200
100
0.85

0.9

0.95

1

x
FIGURE 6: Comparison of experimental two-phase flow pressure

450
400
350
300

drop with English and Kandlikar’s model at different air flow
rates.

250

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Time (s)
were the time average of the pressure profile over 60s. The twophase flow pressure profile for 1600m`/min air flow rate and at
three different mass qualities are shown in Figure 8. It can be
observed in the general trend of this figure that as the mass flow
quality decreases, the two-phase flow pressure drop increases.
This is because more liquid water will enter the gas channel that
consequently results in an increased pressure drop. The mean
value of the pressure drop for mass flow qualities of 0.857, 0.9
and 0.959 were 409Pa, 375Pa, and 347Pa, respectively.

FIGURE 8: Two-phase flow pressure drop profiles for different

mass qualities and at 1600ml/min air flow rate.

compared with different two-phase flow pressure drop models. It
has been observed that the two-phase flow pressure drop for the
highest air flow rate, 1600m`/min, falls within 10% of the English and Kandlikar’s model. However, decreasing the air flow
rate resulted in an underestimation of the pressure drop based
on this model. The measured pressure drop for 600m`/min and
1000m`/min were not within 10% of the English and Kandlikar’s model. The deviation became even worse for lower mass
flow qualities and 600m`/min air flow rate. For this air flow rate,
the pressure drop predicted by English and Kandlikar’s model
was up to 84% off from the measured pressure drop. Instead, the
Mishima and Hibiki’s model was found to give a more accurate

CONCLUSION
The two-phase flow pressure drop for the application of
PEM fuel cell has been studied in this work. The two-phase
flow pressure drops were measured for different air flow rates
(600m`/min, 1000m`/min, and 1000m`/min) and different
mass flow qualities. The measured pressure drops were then
9
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pressure drop prediction for the lowest air flow rate.
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